Low latency anonymity systems are susceptive to traffic analysis attacks. In this paper, we propose a dependent link padding scheme to protect anonymity systems from traffic analysis attacks while providing a strict delay bound. The covering traffic generated by our scheme uses the minimum sending rate to provide full anonymity for a given set of flows. The relationship between user anonymity and the minimum covering traffic rate is then studied via analysis and simulation. When user flows are Poisson processes with the same sending rate, the minimum covering traffic rate to provide full anonymity to m users is O(log m). For Pareto traffic, we show that the rate of the covering traffic converges to a constant when the number of flows goes to infinity. Finally, we use real Internet trace files to study the behavior of our algorithm when user flows have different rates.
INTRODUCTION
With the convergence and emergence of all IP networks, anonymous communication is an extremely important issue which needs to be addressed. The aim of anonymous communication is to allow users to communicate with each other while not revealing the identity of the sender and the receiver to a third party.
The concept of Mix networks was first proposed by Chaum to provide anonymity in mailing systems [1] . To conceal the identity of messages, Mix servers encrypt and pad messages to make them indistinguishable in content and message length. However, we now know that uniform message content and length are insufficient to preserve anonymity, since correlations in the timing of packets arriving and departing from the Mix servers can also be used to discern user identity [2, 3] . One way to remove the correlations of packet transmission times is to collect packets from different users and store them in a pool before flushing them in a batch [1, 4] . However, this pooling process can cause significant delay which may be intolerable for network applications other than the mailing system.
Low-latency anonymity networks, such as Onion Routing [5] , Tor [6] and Tarzan [7] , try to provide anonymous communication over the Internet with limited packet delay to meet the requirements of interactive web applications. Due to the delay constraints, most low-latency anonymity systems do not intentionally perturb the packet transmission time at the output of an anonymous server. Thus, they are weak against traffic analysis attacks such as packet counting [8] or traffic timing correlation attacks [2] . In traffic analysis attacks, the adversary uses the packet timing information, such as Inter-Packet Delays (IPDs), to identify a particular packet flow. It is shown in [2, 9, 3, 10] that the packet timing carries significant information which cannot be removed even if the system introduce random delays to every packet.
One method to protect the user's anonymity from traffic analysis attacks is via manipulating the sending time of outgoing packets. The server can send packets according to a fixed schedule which is independent of the original packet timing in the incoming flow [11] . Consequently, the packet timing information of the original flow will be fully removed after passing through the anonymity system. To maintain the traffic pattern of the outgoing flow, a dummy packet will be sent by the server when there is no packet to send at the scheduled time. We refer to such link padding algorithms as independent link padding schemes in the later discussions. Independent link padding schemes can use either a constant rate padding which sends packets at a constant rate [12] or a random padding which sends packets according to a randomly generated schedule such as the Poisson process [11] .
There are two limitations in independent link padding schemes. First, the independently generated schedule imposes additional limitations on the sending rate of servers in the anonymity system. Some packets may experience long delays before they can be sent at the scheduled time. When there is a strict packet delay constraint, these packets will be dropped by the servers [11] . In this case, the through-put of the anonymity network will be reduced due to the rate constraints of the independent sending schedule. Second, independent padding schemes need to know the average sending rate of the incoming flow to work efficiently. When the padding rate is too high, most of the bandwidth will be wasted on dummy packets. On the other hand, many incoming packets will be dropped when the padding rate is too low. Furthermore, it is hard to adapt the padding rate when the traffic is time-varying. Dynamically changing the padding rate according to the incoming rate could give the adversary a clue to correlate the rate changes in the incoming flow and the outgoing flow.
In this paper, we consider dependent link padding algorithms which produce sending schedules based on the packet timing of incoming flows [13] . We show that full anonymity can be achieved via manipulating the outgoing packet timing to make all flows looks similar. Compared to independent link padding algorithms, dependent link padding algorithms provide strict delay bounds with no packet drops and can dynamically adapt to the traffic rate changes in incoming flows. We show that, independent of the packet arrival distribution, our dependent link padding uses the minimum transmission rate to provide maximum anonymity when packets are not dropped. Moreover, we can use our algorithm to investigate the relationship between anonymity and sending rate for different arrival distributions. When flows are independent Poisson processes, the minimum sending rate is O(log m) for an anonymity system to provide full anonymity for m user flows. For Pareto flows, we show that the sending rate will converge to a constant when the number of flows goes to infinity.
We also propose a heuristic dropping algorithm to restrict the sending rate when the number of user flows is extremely large. Our simulation results show that the packet drop rate of the heuristic algorithm is smaller compared to independent padding schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related works in link padding schemes. In section 3 we introduce possible attacks in low latency anonymity systems. We then give the dependent link padding algorithm and show its rate optimality in section 4. The algorithm with heuristic packet dropping is studied and compared with the independent link padding schemes in section 5. Simulation results in simulated Pareto traffic and real-world trace files are shown in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the whole paper.
RELATED WORK
Low latency anonymity systems have been widely used in anonymous communication over public networks [6, 14, 5, 7] . However, the user anonymity of these systems may be compromised by traffic analysis attacks as shown in [8, 2, 3, 10] . Such traffic analysis attacks can be either passive or active. A passive adversary can monitor the traffic pattern of incoming flows and correlate it with output flows even if the output flow is mixed with other traffic [2] . Researches in [15] show that the sampled data from Internet exchanges can be used for Bayesian traffic analysis. Moreover, passive adversaries can use the end-to-end delay of packets to infer the route taken by the packets [16, 17] . Active adversaries can intentionally introduce certain patterns in user traffic in order to identify user flows at the output of the anonymity system [3, 10] . The flow identity can be encoded in watermarks via slightly changing the packet timing of a flow. Such watermarks cannot be removed by the random delay introduced by the network or the anonymity system [3, 10] .
Independent link padding can be used to protect anonymity systems from traffic analysis attacks [11, 12] . Independent link padding schemes uses a predefined schedule to send the user flow. When there are no user packets in the flow, the anonymity system will send dummy packets to pad the link. As most link padding schemes require all output links to send at a constant rate, they are not flexible enough to traffic changes. Moreover, it is shown in [18] that links padded by constant rate schedule are still susceptive to traffic analysis as the variance of packet timing may be correlated to the system loading.
Dependent link padding schemes can be used to overcome these problems in independent link padding schemes. Adaptive padding schemes [19] uses dummy packets to repair statistically unlikely gaps in the flow so that the time "fingerprints" in the traffic can be destroyed. However, adaptive padding do not fully remove the timing correlation between the incoming and outgoing flows. Thus, it is still susceptive to long-term traffic analysis attacks [19] . While submitting this work, we found Venkitasubramaniam et al. also proposed a dependent link padding algorithm which is similar to our algorithm [13] . However, their analysis are mostly focused on the average delay of the algorithm while we prove the rate optimality of the algorithm. We also provide more analysis and simulations on the rate-anonymity relationship in dependent link padding systems.
SYSTEM MODEL

Anonymity System with Latency Constraints
We consider an anonymous server which has m incoming flows of fi, i = 1, . . . , m and n outgoing flows of oi, i = 1, . . . , n, as in Fig. 1 .
We assume that the adversary can monitor all packets in the incoming and outgoing flows of the anonymous server. However, the adversary is not able to correlate the flow by packet content or packet length since the packet contents are encrypted and packets all have uniform length. A passive adversary is allowed to record any traffic timing information in order to infer the relationship between incoming flows and outgoing flows. We also allow active adversaries to manipulate the packet timing of the incoming flows.
To measure the anonymity of the system, we adopt the information theoretic definition used in [20, 21] . The anonymity of outgoing flow oi is defined as the information entropy of the identity of the corresponding incoming flow. When all the m incoming flows have the same probability to be the source of oi, the anonymity will be log m, which is the maximum anonymity that can be achieved.
The anonymous server aims to achieve maximum anonymity for all flows by manipulating the sending time of outgoing flows. In other words, the packet timing of incoming and outgoing flows should not leak any information about the relationship between incoming and outgoing flows.
As we wish to support interactive web applications, there are some additional requirements on the forwarding protocols of the server. First, the delay incurred by the server should be strictly smaller than Δ for all packets. Also, all packets in the incoming flow must be sent out in the same outgoing flow. We also prefer that the anonymous server do not drop message packets from incoming flows. In this case, when an incoming flow fi is sent to outgoing flow oj, every packet in the flow fi should appear within time Δ in the flow oj. We will relax this requirement in later discussions and allow the anonymous server drop a small fraction of the incoming packets.
Matching Attack
In the matching attack, the adversary tries to find out the relationship between the incoming flow and outgoing flow by matching the packets in different flows.
Consider an incoming flow fi which is sent to oj by the anonymous server. It is easy to see that there must exist a way to match every packet in fi exclusively to one packet in oj while the delay between the two matched packets should be within [0, Δ], see Fig. 2 . If we cannot find such a matching between fi and oj, then fi cannot be the source of oj when the anonymous server is not dropping any packets. We define an output schedule oj to be a matched schedule for fi, if we can find a way to match every packet in fi exclusively to one packet in oj within delay of Δ.
Hall's matching theorem [22] gives the necessary and sufficient condition for oj to be a matched schedule for fi as follows.
An outgoing flow oj is a matched schedule for fi if and only if
for any time interval of [t, t ], t ≥ t, where N f i (t) is the total number of packets arrived at flow fi until time t.
In other words, the number of packets arrived during [t, t ] at flow fi must be smaller than or equal to the number of packets sent by flow oj during [t, t + Δ], for all t and t .
The Bounded Greedy Match (BGM) algorithm [23] provides an efficient way to find out whether oj is a matched schedule for fi or not [24] . This algorithm tries to match packets in fi to the first unmatched packet in oj. The outDependent Link Padding Algorithm Parameters: Packet arrival time tij for all flows fi ∈ F Output: A matched schedule S(F) for all flows fi ∈ F 01: Take a new packet Pij according to the arrival sequence. 02: if there is an unused token with ts ≥ tij for fi 03:
Schedule Pij at ts 04:
Mark the token as used for fi 05: else 06:
Add a new token at t s = tij + Δ in S(F), which can be used by all flows in F 07:
Schedule Pij at time t s and mark the token as used for fi. 08: endif 09: Go to step 01 until no more packet arrives. going link oj can no longer be a matched schedule for fi once a packet in fi cannot be matched in BGM. BGM is efficient in ruling out flows that are not matched. It takes only a small number of packets to find an unmatched packet when oj and fi are independent Poisson arrival processes [23] .
If the adversary finds out that a outgoing flow oj is not a matched schedule for a incoming flow fi, the size of candidate outgoing flow set that fi can use will be reduced and user anonymity will be compromised accordingly. Therefore, if we wish to provide full anonymity of log m to users, oj should be a matched schedule for all input flows.
DEPENDENT PADDING ALGORITHM
To protect user flows from a matching attack, we introduce the Dependent Link Padding (DLP) algorithm in this section. The DLP algorithm uses the packet arrival timing information to generate a matched schedule with the minimum sending rate for a given set of incoming flows.
DLP Algorithm
Consider a set of incoming flows F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}. The DLP algorithm takes the packet timing of flows in F as the input and outputs a schedule S(F) which is a matched schedule for all flows in F.
We denote the jth packet in flow fi as Pij and its arrival time as tij. The schedule S(F) contains a sequence of sending time ts, s = 1, 2, . . . at which the server sends either one message packet or one dummy packet on the outgoing link. In the rest of this paper, we call each sending opportunity in S(F) a token. We define the sending rate for S(F ) as
When a new packet in fi arrives, the DLP algorithm first checks whether the packet can be sent with an existing token at time ts which satisfies tij ≤ ts ≤ tij + Δ. If such a token exists, Pij will be scheduled at ts. Otherwise, we will add a new token at time t s = tij + Δ and send Pij at t s . The new token is marked as unused for other flows. If a packet P kl in another flow f l arrives after Pij while before tij + Δ, it can be scheduled at t s . The detail of the DLP algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . It is easy to see that every packet Pij in fi will be sent in S(F ) at some time ts which satisfies tij ≤ ts ≤ tij + Δ, see Fig. 4 . This holds true for all fi ∈ F, so S(F ) is a matched schedule for all incoming flows in F . The algorithm is an online algorithm as the scheduled time ts can be determined by packet arrival times before ts − Δ.
For each token, the associated operation in DLP is to put it in |F | FIFO queues when it is generated and remove it from the queue when it is used. So, the total number of operation used for a token is O(|F|) where |F| is the number of incoming flows in F . The amortized computational cost for each token is therefore O(|F|).
Using the Matched Schedule
A simple way to use the matched schedule in the anonymity system is to send packets according to S(F) at all outgoing links, where F includes all incoming flows. When sending fi though outgoing link oj, the server will send a message packet from fi at the scheduled time ts or send a dummy packet when the token at ts is not used. In this way, all outgoing links will have exactly the same packet timing which is a matched schedule for all incoming links. Therefore, any incoming flow will have equal probability to be sent through any outgoing link and maximum anonymity is achieved, see Fig. 1 .
In constant link padding schemes, the anonymous servers needs to constantly send packets over every output link to hide traffic information such as traffic pattern, start and ending time of a flow, etc. When using the DLP algorithm, the server will send no packets when there are no incoming flows. As more incoming flows are relayed by the server, the server can gradually increase the sending rate at all outgoing links and adapt to the rate changes in incoming flows. The DLP algorithm is efficient to conceal the start and ending times of flows, as all the n output links "start" transmitting at the same time.
The matched schedule can also be used to achieve kanonymity by grouping incoming flows to groups of size k. The system can use the matched schedule of k incoming flows on k different outgoing links to provide k-anonymity for incoming flows in the same group. When flows with similar traffic patterns are grouped together, the matched schedule may send fewer dummy packets for each flow and the efficiency of the padding scheme can be improved.
The DLP algorithm is not only useful to protect the system from the matching attack. It can also make all outgoing traffic have the same traffic pattern so that the traffic correlation [2] or watermarking attacks [3, 10] cannot compromise user privacy by comparing traffic patterns of incoming and outgoing traffic.
In practice, it may not be possible to send out one packet at each outgoing link at exactly the same time due to the limitations on bandwidth or the processing capacity of the server. In this case, we can send the packets scheduled at the same time in a sequence with random or deterministic order. This would also make all outgoing flows have statistically the same packet timings. Proof. We use induction to prove the optimality of DLP algorithm. First, denote the packets in the union of all incoming flows according to their arrival time as P (1) , P (2) , . . .. For example, we have P (1) = P11, P (2) = P12 and P (3) = P31 in Fig. 4 . Therefore, we have t
Optimality of DLP
It is easy to see that we only need to consider the number of tokens used by the algorithm at the time just after a packet arrives. Between two packet arrivals, the minimum number of tokens used in the algorithm will remain the same.
The DLP algorithm is optimal at time t (1) when P (1) arrives. This is because it only schedules one token at t (1) + Δ and any matched schedule for the flow set F must schedule at least one token when P (1) arrives. Suppose that our algorithm is optimal at time t (k) for all k ≤ N − 1 and our algorithm uses T tokens at time t (N −1) . When the packet P (N ) arrives, we have three different cases:
Case 1: DLP finds an unused token for packet P (N ) In this case, the number of tokens used by DLP is not increased. As DLP is optimal at time t (N −1) , the algorithm remains optimal for t (N ) as the the number of token used by any schedule is non-decreasing when a new packet arrives.
Case 2: DLP cannot find an unused token for packet P (N ) and t (N ) > t (N −1) + Δ In this case, DLP algorithm uses T +1 tokens at time t (N ) . Now consider the number of tokens used by other schedules. If a schedule have scheduled tokens after t (N −1) + Δ at time t (N −1) , then the token cannot carry any packet arrived before P (N −1) (including P (N −1) ) due to the delay constraint of Δ. Therefore, the token scheduled after t (N −1) + Δ is redundant at time t (N −1) and such schedule algorithm cannot be optimal at time t (N −1) . As the optimal schedule uses T tokens at t (N −1) , a suboptimal schedule must use at least T + 1 tokens at t (N −1) and at time t (N ) . As a schedule which is optimal at t (N −1) cannot schedule tokens after t (N −1) + Δ at time t (N −1) and packet P (N ) can only be sent after t (N ) > t (N −1) +Δ, these optimal schedules need to add at least one more token at time t (N ) . As the minimum number of tokens used at time t (N −1) is T , the minimum number of tokens used at time t (N ) is T + 1 which equals to the number of tokens used in DLP algorithm. token in the schedule is matched to one packet in fi, then fi has at least T packets at time t (N −1) . As flow fi has T + 1 packets at time t (N ) , the minimum number of token used for any schedule at t (N ) should be T + 1, which is equal to the number of tokens used in DLP.
If DLP sends at least one dummy packet for fi, we can find a packet P i(j−d) in fi which is matched to the token just after the latest dummy token, see Fig. 4 . The dummy token must have a time ts < t i(j−d) , otherwise DLP will match P i(j−d) to the dummy token. Since the dummy token has ts < t i(j−d) , it must be scheduled when a packet, say ] and no dummy packet is send for fi in this period. As the DLP algorithm is optimal at time t (l) , any schedule should use at least T − d tokens at time t (l) . Similar to the arguments in case 2, if a token is scheduled after time t (l) + Δ, it will be considered as redundant at time t (l) . So, all the T − d tokens should have ts ≤ t (l) + Δ < t i(j−d) and they cannot be used for packets arrived after or at t i(j−d) .
There are d + 1 packets 
Therefore, the necessary number of token for [0, t (l) ] and
is T − d and d + 1 accordingly. Also, the tokens in the one of the two time period cannot be used to send packet in the other period. So, any schedule should at least use T + 1 tokens at time t (N ) . In summary, DLP uses T tokens at time t (N −1) . It remains optimal at time t (N ) if an unused token can be found. Otherwise, DLP will use T + 1 transmissions at time t (N ) , while all other schedules should also use at least T + 1 transmissions in this case. So, if DLP algorithm is optimal at time t (k) , k ≤ N − 1, it remains optimal at time t (N ) . Along with the optimality at t (1) , DLP is optimal over all schedules at any time instance.
Sending Rates for Poisson Traffic
The schedule generated by DLP will use a higher outgoing rate than individual incoming flow rates to protect flow anonymity. When the outgoing link uses the matching schedule to "carry" the incoming flow fi, dummy packets will be sent on outgoing flows for which the corresponding incoming flows have no packets. As shown in theorem 1, the DLP algorithm sends the least number of dummy packets among all algorithms which can provide full anonymity with a strict delay bound. Therefore, the sending rate of S(F) can be used to study the relationship between the sending rate of the covering traffic and the anonymity provided by the covering traffic.
In this section, we provide analysis in the scenario where there are m independent incoming flows and each of them has a Poisson arrival rate of λ. More general traffic models will be studied via simulation in section 6. As all flows have independent Poisson arrivals, the number of packets arriving during [(l − 1)Δ, lΔ] for a single flow will be a Poisson random variable with mean λΔ. Similar to the well-know Balls in Bins problem [25, 26] , we can show that the maximum of m independent Poisson variables is O(log m) with high probability, when λΔ is constant. Therefore, the number of tokens scheduled by DLP in [(l−1)Δ, lΔ] will be at most O(log m). Averaging over all time slots, the rate used by DLP is at most O(log m).
Theorem 2 shows the asymptotic sending rate of DLP when the number of incoming flow is large. Interestingly, the sending rate R S(F ) is closely related to the anonymity provided by the schedule. As the flow set F contains more incoming flows, the schedule generated by DLP provides a better anonymity of log m when |F| = m. To achieve the increased anonymity, the sending rate of the schedule is increased as O(log m) accordingly. Fig. 6 shows the experimental sending rate curve with different values of m. We see that the sending rate is actually increasing at a speed of O(log m).
The sending rate R S(F ) also depends on the arrival rate λ of incoming flows and the delay constraint Δ. As these two as shown in [13] . Fig. 7 shows the sending rate of DLP with different Δ when λ is normalized to one. We see that the rate used by DLP converges to 1 when the delay constraint increases. In other words, DLP does not introduce too many dummy packets when the system has a large λΔ value. This is because as λΔ increases, the number of packets arriving in one slot for every flow will be within [(1 − ε)λΔ, (1 + ε)λΔ] with high probability for arbitrarily small ε by the law of large numbers [27] .
Multi-hop DLP
Many anonymity systems uses anonymity networks instead of a single anonymous server. User traffic may go through several servers to achieve a better anonymity. The DLP algorithm can also work for anonymity networks with more than one server.
Consider an anonymous server which can take both original user flows fi and traffic from other servers which are already scheduled by DLP as S(Fi). Since the DLP algorithm will merely delay the packets by Δ without changing the traffic pattern when it takes only one flow as the input, an original user flow fi can also be treated as a DLP schedule with a flow set Fi which has only one element of fi. Therefore, we only need to consider the server which takes S(Fi) as the incoming flows.
Suppose the anonymous server has incoming flow set of S = {S(F1), . . . , S(Fm)} and generates a DLP schedule of S(S). In this case, the anonymous server only has the packet timing of the schedule S(Fi) generated by anonymous servers in previous hops while not knowing the original user flows in Fi. A natural question to ask is whether the lack of information of original flows will deteriorate the performance of the DLP algorithm. We compare the performance of multi-hop DLP system with a single hop server which takes incoming flow set of F = m i=1 Fi. The single hop server knows the packet timing of all the original user flows and generates DLP schedule of S(F).
As it is difficult to directly compare the rate of S(S) and S(F), we define a schedule S Δ (F) which a delayed version of the DLP schedule S(F) where the delay is Δ. We can see that R S Δ (F ) = R S(F ) and we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. S Δ (F) is a matched schedule for any S(Fi) generated by DLP if the flow set Fi ⊆ F.
Proof.
Suppose S Δ (F) is not a matched schedule for S(Fi). By Hall's matching theorem, there must exist a time period [t, t ] where the number of tokens used by S(Fi), which is N S(F
, is more than the number of tokens used by S Δ (F) during [t, t + Δ]. Consequently, the number of tokens used by S(F) during [t − Δ, t ] will be smaller than
is a delayed version of S(F).
As S(F) is a matched schedule for all fj ∈ F, any packet in fj ∈ Fi arrived during [t − Δ, t − Δ] can find an exclusive match to the tokens in S(F) during [t − Δ, t ]. Therefore, if we remove all tokens scheduled by S(Fi) during [t, t ] and replace them with tokens in S(F) on the period [t − Δ, t ], the number of tokens used by S(Fi) at time t − Δ will be reduced while we still can find a matching for all packets in flow fj arrived before and at t − Δ. This is a contradiction to the proof of Theorem 1, where we show that S(Fi) should be optimal at time t − Δ.
By lemma 1, we see that S Δ (F) is a matched schedule for all the incoming flows in S = {S(F1), . . . , S(Fm)}. Thus, the performance of DLP can be bounded by the following theorem. Theorem 3 shows that when the DLP is executed on several cascading anonymous servers, the final schedule will use an average sending rate no larger than treating all anonymous servers as a single one. Note that the cost we pay here is an increase in the delay bound. The overall delay bound will be increased to kΔ when the flow is passed through k anonymous servers. If a single anonymity sever is used for all incoming flows and have a delay constraint of kΔ, the resulting schedule could be more efficient than the cascading case.
Theorem 3. If the incoming flow set is S = {S(F1), S(F2), . . . , S(Fm)}, the DLP algorithm will generate a schedule S(S) which has no more than |S(F)| tokens, where S(F )
This property of the DLP algorithm gives more flexibility when organizing the anonymity networks. Consider an anonymity network which has k first hop servers each taking m incoming flows. The first hop server can provide anonymity of log m by using the DLP schedule. When the number of m is too small to meet the anonymity requirements, we can use a second hop server which take the flows come from the k first hop servers and use DLP to schedule them again. The resulting schedule will provide an increased anonymity of log(km), since the outgoing link of the second hop server could come from any incoming flow from any first hop server. By Theorem 3, the rate use by the second hop server will be smaller or equal to the case that it actually knows the incoming packet timing of all flows in every first hop server. Therefore, when all incoming flows have independent Poisson arrivals, the rate used by the second hop server will be O(log(km)) instead of O(log k log m). Such anonymity network organization can be extended to cases where there are more than two hops. Also, the anonymous servers can mix flows with different rate and mix original flows with DLP schedules.
COMPARISON WITH INDEPENDENT PADDING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we compare the DLP algorithm to independent link padding algorithms, such as constant rate link padding [12] or exponential link padding [28] . In these algorithms, the system generates an independent sending schedule and sends packets at the scheduled time. Like dependent link padding, the system also sends dummy packets when there are no message packets to be sent. Note that different outgoing links in independent link padding schemes should also have the same sending rate. Otherwise, the adversary can use the traffic rate to correlate the flow of different links.
For independent link padding schemes, the probability that some packet can not meet the delay bound is non-zero when the incoming flow is a Poisson process. This is because the probability that a Poisson process has more than N arrivals in a given time period is non-zero for arbitrarily large N . Some independent padding algorithms drop all packets that cannot meet the delay constraint [28] . In this case, the drop rate is an important metric to measure the efficiency of the algorithm.
The DLP algorithm does not drop packets with Poisson traffic, while the rate it uses grows unbounded as O(log m) when the number of incoming flow m increases. Therefore, it is unfair to directly compare the DLP algorithm with independent padding algorithms. Here we provide a DLP heuristic algorithm which drops some token to reduce the sending rate of the generated schedule. Similar to independent link padding algorithm, this heuristic algorithm uses a schedule with limited rate for arbitrarily large number of flows.
DLP Heuristic Algorithm
Utility threshold U . Output: A sending schedule with utility of at least U 01: Put new packet Pij into a FIFO queue for the flow fi 02: Repeat step 01 until there is a packet P has been in the queue for Δ time units 03: if more than U |F| queues are non-empty 04:
Add a new token and send one packet for each flow immediately 05: else 06:
Drop the packet P . 07: endif 08: Go to step 01 until no more packet arrives. 
DLP Heuristic
Define token utility for a token as u = The DLP heuristic algorithm checks the utility of every token before using it. A token is used only if its utility is larger than a given threshold U . If a token is not used due to low utility, all packets scheduled at this token will be rescheduled or dropped if its delay bound cannot be met. Fig. 8 shows the details of the DLP heuristic algorithm.
The DLP heuristic algorithm requires tokens to have utility of at least U . If the average arrival rate for each incoming flow is λ, then the sending rate for the DLP heuristic algorithm will be at most λ U for any number of incoming flows.
Packet Drop Rates
For a constant padding scheme with sending rate of Rc, the interval between consecutive packets at the outgoing link is 1/Rc. When we have Δ = K/Rc for some integer K, the scheduling scheme can be treated as an M/D/1/K queue. The drop rate can be solved via queuing theory [29] . For exponential link padding, the drop rate is given in [11] . Fig. 9 compares the packet drop rate of different padding algorithms. For DLP heuristic algorithm, we change the utility threshold U from 1 |F | to 1 to adjust the sending rates of the schedule. We see that the DLP heuristic is better than constant rate padding when the number of flows is small. However, the drop rate converges to that of constant rate padding when the number of flows is large. This is because the DLP heuristic algorithm can reduce the number of tokens used when all flows are sending at a low rate. However, such a scenario rarely happens when the number of flows is large. Therefore, the behavior of the DLP heuristic tends to be similar to the constant padding algorithm when the number of flows is large.
The DLP heuristic algorithm can provide protection against availability attacks, where the adversary tries to use a small number of flows to consume all the bandwidth of the the server. The original DLP algorithm is susceptive to such at- tacks as a single flow with a high rate or a small number of bursty flows could make the server send at a high rate on all output links. With the dropping mechanism in DLP heuristic, most packets of these attacking flows will be dropped given that the number of attacking flows is much smaller than that of normal user flows.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Pareto Traffic
In section 4.4, we showed that the sending rate of the DLP schedule increases as log m when the incoming flows are Poisson processes. However, it has been shown that most Internet traffic is better modeled as a self-similar process rather than the Poisson process [30] . In this section, we consider incoming flows with inter-packet-duration following a Pareto distribution Unlike the Poisson traffic, we see that the sending rate actually increases at a speed much slower than O(log m). For Pareto traffic, the sending rate of DLP is upper bounded by 1/τ as the inter-packet-duration is at least τ . Note that the average inter-packet-duration for Pareto traffic is
when α > 1. Therefore, the rate of DLP schedule is at most
times the rate of the original flow when the number of incoming flows goes to infinity. From Fig. 10 , we also see that the sending rate of DLP increases as the traffic become more bursty when α decreases. Fig. 11 shows how the sending rate decrease with the delay bound Δ when traffic is Pareto. The sending rate decreases similarly as in Fig. 7 . However, the sending rate converges to 1 at a much slower speed for Pareto traffic than Poisson traffic. Fig. 12 shows the packet drop rate of DLP heuristic and independent link padding schemes. We see that the DLP heuristic is better than constant padding and Poisson padding schemes when the traffic is Pareto.
Simulation on Network Traces
The average sending rate of different flows in real networks can vary drastically. To cover the difference in the traffic patterns, the link padding scheme need to send at a high rate which is larger than the maximum rate of all flows. We use the trace file from the NLANR Auckland-VIII data set [31] in our simulation to study the performance of DLP in real networks. The data contains packet header traces of a network which has more than 10K concurrent flows. All packets have GPS synchronized timestamps.
In the simulation, we randomly pickup m flows from the trace as the incoming flows of a virtual anonymity system. The virtual anonymous server uses the DLP algorithm to generate the matched schedule for these flows. As the real flows are quite short which last around 10-100 seconds, we pick up a new flow when a old flow terminates so that the number of incoming flows stays at m. We also segment all packets to a normalized length of 512 bytes as in many anonymity systems [6] .
In real networks, the average sending rate for different users varies drastically. Take the http protocol as an example. The average sending rate of http flows is 25.6Kbps in the trace. However, there are more than 10% flows having an average sending rate larger than 100Kbps as shown in Fig. 13 . The maximum sending rate for http flows is more than 10,000Kbps. This makes link padding algorithms less efficient as the padding rate must be larger than the maximum sending rate among all incoming flows. Another problem of real traffic is the burstyness of the http flows. Most http flows exchange data in short bursts which are separated by long silent intervals. In order to cover these bursts, the link padding algorithm needs to send out packets in all links whenever a single flow has a packet. This makes the sending rate of the link padding algorithms extremely high. Fig. 14 shows the sending rate of the DLP schedule for http flows under different delay constraints. The sending rate in Fig. 14 is normalized by the average rate of all incoming flows. We see that the rate of DLP schedule is increasing as a power law as shown in the log-log plot. When the number of flows is 100, the rate of DLP schedule is more than 20 times larger than the rate of original incoming flows. Moreover, increasing the delay bound from 0.5 second to 5 seconds only slightly reduces the rate of DLP schedule. This may be due to the rate differences in the http flows as shown in Fig 13. To study how rate variation affects the performance of DLP, we choose https flows which have less variant flow rates. The sending rates for https flows are shown in fig. 15 . The normalized rate of DLP is reduced by more than two times for https flows and increasing the delay bound causes significant reductions in the DLP rate.
The different performance on http and https flows suggests that it would be more efficient to group flows with similar sending rate before applying the DLP algorithm. One way to do this is by grouping flows by different applications, such as VoIP, file downloading and web surfing. In each category, the users will have similar traffic rates so that the DLP can be executed in a efficient way. For example, VoIP flows, such as Skype flows, normally have regular traffic patterns so that DLP will not introduce much dummy packets when all flows in the group are Skype flows. However, we may still need to regulate the sending rates which can be used by users for some versatile protocols such as http. Fig. 16 compares the drop rate of the DLP heuristic with constant and Poisson padding algorithms. We see that the DLP heuristic is better than constant and Poisson padding when the number of flows is small. When the number of flows is large, the drop rate is nearly the same. The difference between constant and Poisson padding is smaller in trace driven simulations. This is because the delay bound used in the simulation is much larger than the average interpacket-duration for the padding traffic. Therefore, Poisson padding generates a large number of tokens in the duration of delay bound compared to previous simulations. In this case, Poisson padding will have a small probability to have an extremely small number of tokens in the duration of delay bound and the performance is then close to constant padding.
CONCLUSION
We studied dependent link padding algorithms in this paper. We showed that the dependent link padding algorithm uses minimum rate to provide full anonymity when there are strict delay constraints on the anonymity systems. However, the rate of the optimal padding algorithm increases very fast when the number of user flow increases. This suggests that it is hard to cover the traffic timing information of flows with long durations by padding the links. Therefore, we may aim to find better covering schemes for flows which last only for a short time to make sure that they cannot be identified within their lifetime.
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